KYW Medical Report: COVID-19 cases surge in
India
PHILADELPHIA (KYW Newsradio) — As most of the U.S. works to return
to normalcy, the COVID-19 pandemic is traumatizing other parts of the
world.
In many parts of the world, the vaccine supply remains limited,...
msn.com/en-us/health/medical/kyw-medical-report-covid-19-casessurge-in-india/ar-BB1gkGNL

COVID-19 Update: 100 Million Americans are Fully
Vaccinated; Crisis in India Continues; and more Docwire News
Home COVID-19 COVID-19 Update: 100 Million Americans are Fully
Vaccinated; Crisis in India Continues;...
COVID-19 Update: 100 Million Americans are Fully Vaccinated; Crisis in
India Continues; and more
...
docwirenews.com/home-page-editor-picks/covid-19-update-100million-americans-are-fully-vaccinated-crisis-in-india-continues-andmore

COVID-19 surge: Bangladesh to send Remdesivir to
India
Dhaka [Bangladesh], April 30 (ANI): Bangladesh will be sending
Remdesivir, an anti-viral medicine being used in COVID-19 treatment,
along with other medical supplies to India next week, said country's ...
bignewsnetwork.com/news/269109681/covid-19-surge-bangladeshto-send-remdesivir-to-india

Biden’s misstep in India
Guidance for the Brookings community and the public on our response to
the coronavirus (COVID-19) »

Learn more from Brookings scholars about the global response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) »
While the Biden ...
brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2021/04/30/bidens-misstep-inindia

India's Double Mutant Strain Raises Concern, But
Companies Confident on Vaccine Effectiveness |
BioSpace
India's Double Mutant Strain Raises Concern, But Companies Confident
on Vaccine Effectiveness
India is now the epicenter of the COVID-19 epidemic. Every day for an
entire week the country reported an average ...
biospace.com/article/india-s-double-mutant-variant-raises-concernsbut-pfizer-and-other-drug-companies-confident-vaccines-areeffective

Coronavirus India updates: India approves Roche/
Regeneron antibody cocktail to treat COVID-19
Coronavirus live updates: Centre reviews preparedness of 5 states in
Eastern India
A record 3,780 fresh Covid-19 fatalities were registered in a single day in
India taking the death toll to 2,26,188, while ...
timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/coronavirus-lockdown-in-indiacovid-19-cases-and-vaccine-live-updates/liveblog/82362847.cms

5 things you need to know now - India's
coronavirus outbreak hits another global record
The U.S. has crushed the COVID-19 pandemic back to October levels
Pfizer, Moderna shares plummet after Biden administration backs a
COVID-19 vaccine patent waiver
Emily in Paris creator claims Emily might ...
theweek.com/5things/980319/indias-coronavirus-outbreak-hitsanother-global-record

The Latest: Chicago plans events for fully
vaccinated people | National News |
heraldcourier.com
A family member mourns next to the bodies of COVID-19 victims before
cremation on the bank of Bagmati River near Pashupatinath temple in
Kathmandu, Nepal, Monday, May 3, 2021. An infection surge in Nepal ...
heraldcourier.com/news/national/govt-and-politics/the-latest-spaindetects-11-cases-of-variant-found-in-india/article_609522fac56d-5f93-bcd5-9008bff83e86.html

India Went From Lockdown to COVID-19 Victory
Declarations Without Winning First
An offensive Weibo post about India’s coronavirus crisis highlights the
limits of “wolf warrior” diplomacy.
Argument: Failed Government Messaging Created India’s COVID-19
Apocalypse Failed Government Messaging ...
foreignpolicy.com/2021/04/27/india-coronavirus-failed-governmentmessaging

India’s health systems buckle under new COVID-19
wave - SciDev.Net
Chennai Trade Center, which has been turned into a COVID-19
quarantine ward, gets disinfected. Hospitals and health facilities in India
are now running short of hospital beds for patients who have been ...
scidev.net/global/scidev-net-at-large/indias-health-systems-buckleunder-new-covid-19-wave

The Strategic Consequences of India’s COVID-19
Crisis | Council on Foreign Relations
Only a year after the new coronavirus emerged, the first vaccines to
protect against it are being administered. But production challenges,
vaccine nationalism, and new virus strains are all presenting ...

cfr.org/blog/strategic-consequences-indias-covid-19-crisis

As Cases Surge, COVID-19 Overwhelms Hospitals
in India | IE
India has become the epicenter of the COVID-19 pandemic and its health
system is collapsing.
The country reported nearly 350,000 new infections and 2,767 deaths on
Sunday, recording a new global high for ...
interestingengineering.com/countries-pledge-aid-as-covid-19overwhelms-hospitals-in-india

Are Indian celebrities tone-deaf to its massive
COVID-19 crisis? , Opinions & Blogs News |
wionews.com
As social media in India turned into a Covid helpline amid a massive new
wave of the pandemic, most celebrities continue to remain silent. This was
in contrast to the first wave, when at least some of ...
wionews.com/opinions-blogs/are-indian-celebrities-tone-deaf-to-itsmassive-covid-19-crisis-382960

Coronavirus India live updates: Haryana imposes
complete lockdown for 7 days from May 3
Coronavirus live updates: Consider imposing lockdown to curb Covid
cases, SC tells Centre
Nepal to suspend international and domestic flights to contain spread of
coronavirus
Assam reports 2,385 new Covid-...
timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/coronavirus-in-india-covid-19vaccine-cases-1-may-2021/liveblog/82336784.cms

Broomfield restaurant owner flies to India as her
brother battles COVID-19

Broomfield restaurant owner flies to India as her brother battles COVID-19
117 Colorado nursing homes with COVID outbreaks received fines and
payments from the federal government
A Colorado restaurant ...
msn.com/en-us/news/crime/broomfield-restaurant-owner-flies-toindia-as-her-brother-battles-covid-19/ar-BB1gmu0w

Covid-19 in India: community groups are helping
support maternal and child health services - The
BMJ
Covid-19 in India: community groups are helping support maternal and
child health services
As the impact of the covid-19 pandemic in India worsens, Aastha Kant
highlights how community support groups have ...
blogs.bmj.com/bmj/2021/05/05/covid-19-in-india-community-groupsare-helping-support-maternal-and-child-health-services

Lilly accelerating baricitinib's availability in India
following receipt of permission for restricted
emergency use as a COVID-19 therapy via
donations and licensing agreements | BioSpace
Lilly accelerating baricitinib's availability in India following receipt of
permission for restricted emergency use as a COVID-19 therapy via
donations and licensing agreements
Licensing collaboration ...
biospace.com/article/releases/lilly-accelerating-baricitinib-savailability-in-india-following-receipt-of-permission-for-restrictedemergency-use-as-a-covid-19-therapy-via-donations-and-licensingagreements

Surya Donates $100,000 Toward COVID-19 Relief in
India | Furniture Lighting & Decor
Surya has teamed up with non-profit humanitarian organization Sewa
International to help obtain medical equipment and distribute supplies to
hospitals, institutions, and individuals battling the devastating ...

furniturelightingdecor.com/surya-donates-100000-toward-covid-19relief-india

Coronavirus tally: Global cases of COVID-19 near
150 million and U.S. advises citizens to leave India
as soon as it's safe - MarketWatch
Latest Coronavirus Watchlist Markets Investing Barron's Personal
Finance Economy Retirement Live Events Video Center Opinion
Coronavirus tally: Global cases of COVID-19 near 150 million and U.S.
advises ...
marketwatch.com/story/coronavirus-tally-global-cases-of-covid-19near-150-million-and-us-advises-citizens-to-leave-india-as-soon-asits-safe-2021-04-29

As COVID-19 Ravages India, the Diaspora Feels
Helpless
An offensive Weibo post about India’s coronavirus crisis highlights the
limits of “wolf warrior” diplomacy.
Watching a catastrophe unfold from afar has left India’s diaspora feeling
angry and helpless....
foreignpolicy.com/2021/05/02/covid-modi-indians-nri-pandemic-talkof-home-terrifying

Indian-American NGO raises USD4.7 million for
COVID relief; to ship 2,184 oxygen concentrators
Indian-American NGO raises USD4.7 million for COVID relief; to ship
2,184 oxygen concentrators
An Indian-American non-profit body has raised nearly USD4.7 million
through social media towards COVID-19 ...
timesnownews.com/india/blog/coronavirus-cases-news-live-updatescovid-19-india-vaccine-oxygen-crisis/628

Coronavirus India live updates: Bangalore reports

26,756 new cases in last 24 hours
Coronavirus live updates: India reports over 3k Covid deaths for 4th day
Assam logs record 26 Covid deaths in one day, 3,197 new cases
Assam recorded 26 Covid-19 deaths on Friday, the highest in a single ...
timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/coronavirus-lockdown-in-indiacovid-19-vaccine-cases-cowin-registration-live-updates-29april-2021/liveblog/82301483.cms

U.S. sends medical supplies to India to help in
COVID-19 fight | Aerotech News & Review
Home Defense U.S. sends medical supplies to India to help in COVID-19
fight
U.S. sends medical supplies to India to help in COVID-19 fight
Airmen from the 22nd Airlift Squadron prepare a C-5M Super Galaxy ...
aerotechnews.com/blog/2021/05/01/u-s-sends-medical-supplies-toindia-to-help-in-covid-19-fight

India's COVID-19 crisis: How drones can deliver
vaccines | World Economic Forum
Ruma Bhargava , Project Lead, Fourth Industrial Revolution for Health,
India, World Economic Forum, C4IR India
COVID-19: What you need to know about the coronavirus pandemic on
30 April
India's Universal ...
weforum.org/agenda/2021/04/india-s-covid-19-crisis-how-drones-candeliver-vaccines

United States To Restrict Travel From India Amid
Record Numbers Of Coronavirus Infections And
Fatalities - Coronavirus (COVID-19) - United States
United States: United States To Restrict Travel From India Amid Record
Numbers Of Coronavirus Infections And Fatalities
Earlier today, April 30, 2021, the White House press secretary Jen Psaki
announced ...

mondaq.com/unitedstates/government-measures/1064486/unitedstates-to-restrict-travel-from-india-amid-record-numbers-ofcoronavirus-infections-and-fatalities

How India Became the Coronavirus Pandemic
Ground Zero
South Asia Brief: How India Became Pandemic Ground Zero How India
Became Pandemic Ground Z...
News and analysis from India and its neighboring countries in South Asia
—a region that is home to one-fourth ...
foreignpolicy.com/2021/04/22/india-coronavirus-pandemic-crisissecond-wave

UK-India trade deal includes COVID-19 vaccine
investment - WTMJ
“Like every aspect of the U.K.-India relationship, the economic links
between our countries make our people stronger and safer,’’ Johnson said
in a statement. “Each and every one of the more than 6,500 ...
wtmj.com/national/2021/05/04/uk-india-trade-deal-includes-covid-19vaccine-investment

COVID-19: What you need to know about the
coronavirus pandemic on 5 May | World Economic
Forum
COVID-19: What you need to know about the coronavirus pandemic on 5
May
Millions around the world continue to wear masks in order to protect
themselves and others from the spread of COVID-19.
COVID-19:...
weforum.org/agenda/2021/05/covid-19-what-you-need-to-knowabout-the-coronavirus-pandemic-on-5-may-132057cf45

40% Spike In Calls As Second Wave Of COVID-19 In

India Leads To Rise In Guilt, Anxiety And Distress
भारत की कोिवड-19 मौतों का मज़ाक उड़ाने के िलए बैकलैश का…
China Deletes Post After Facing Backlash For Mocking India’s COVID-19
Deaths
These 2 LinkedIn Posts About COVID-19 Deaths And The Situation
Are…...
edtimes.in/40-spike-in-calls-as-second-wave-of-covid-19-in-indialeads-to-rise-in-guilt-anxiety-and-distress

As India's COVID-19 Cases Rise, Americans Are
Encouraged To Leave | Lakeshore Public Radio
As India's COVID-19 Cases Rise, Americans Are Encouraged To Leave
India broke its own record again today for the highest number of
coronavirus infections reported in a day. It reported 386,000 cases,
and ...
lakeshorepublicradio.org/post/indias-covid-19-cases-rise-americansare-encouraged-leave

Services Gains Point to Global Economic Pickup
Despite Covid-19 Flare-Ups - WSJ
Services Gains Point to Global Economic Pickup Despite Covid-19 FlareUps
India has put vaccine distribution to other countries on hold as it battles
the world’s fastest-growing Covid-19 surge.
Service-...
wsj.com/articles/resilient-services-sector-points-to-global-economicpickup-despite-covid-19-flare-ups-11620205294

Biden Announces New COVID-19 Travel
Suspension For India - Immigration - United States
President Biden has imposed a new COVID-19 travel restriction
suspending all non-exempt travel from India to the U.S. The suspension
will take effect on May 4, 2021 at 12:01am ET.
Due to the worsening ...

mondaq.com/unitedstates/general-immigration/1064492/bidenannounces-new-covid-19-travel-suspension-for-india

Will Biden's Slow Response to India's Coronavirus
Crisis Damage Ties?
An offensive Weibo post about India’s coronavirus crisis highlights the
limits of “wolf warrior” diplomacy.
South Asia Brief: Will Washington’s Slow Crisis Response Damage U.S.India Ties? Will Washington’...
foreignpolicy.com/2021/04/29/india-coronavirus-crisis-washingtondelay-assistance-vaccine

Organisers aiming to complete coronavirus-hit IPL
later this year
The IPL was called off with just half of its 60 fixtures completed because of
a spate of COVID-19 cases among players.
India is gripped by a deadly wave of the coronavirus pandemic, with the
country registering ...
insidethegames.biz/articles/1107435/bcci-aim-to-complete-ipl-in-india

India's foreign minister out of G-7 meeting over
COVID risk - WTMJ
India’s foreign minister out of G-7 meeting over COVID risk
LONDON (AP) — India’s foreign minister pulled out of in-person meetings
at a Group of Seven gathering in London on Wednesday and was selfisolating ...
wtmj.com/ap-news/2021/05/05/indias-foreign-minister-out-of-g-7meeting-over-covid-risk-6

Organicell Announces Positive Results of Initial
COVID-19 Zofin™ Patient Trial in India and Trial
Expansion | BioSpace

Organicell Announces Positive Results of Initial COVID-19 Zofin™ Patient
Trial in India and Trial Expansion
If the results of the expanded trial are similarly positive, Organicell and
CWI India, intend ...
biospace.com/article/releases/organicell-announces-positive-resultsof-initial-covid-19-zofin-patient-trial-in-india-and-trial-expansion

India hit by devastating wave of COVID-19 | Oxfam
A man waits outside a factory to get his oxygen cylinder refilled in New
Delhi, India. REUTERS/Adnan Abidi
India is experiencing a deadly wave of coronavirus deaths, and hospitals
are unable to meet the ...
oxfamamerica.org/explore/stories/india-hit-by-devastating-wave-ofcovid-19

India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan Representatives
Out of FFWS due to COVID-19 Protocols – The
Esports Observer
India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan Representatives Out of FFWS due to
COVID-19 Protocols
The reason the teams have been ousted from the event are restrictions
imposed by the Singaporean government for COVID-...
esportsobserver.com/team-riot-team-tg-free-fire-worlds

India's Coronavirus Crisis Grows Even Darker
An offensive Weibo post about India’s coronavirus crisis highlights the
limits of “wolf warrior” diplomacy.
Morning Brief: India’s Coronavirus Crisis Grows Even Darker India’s
Coronavirus Crisis Grows ...
foreignpolicy.com/2021/04/23/india-coronavirus-covid

Varshney joins Watson Institute to discuss
COVID-19 crisis in India - Atlantic Council

Varshney joins Watson Institute to discuss COVID-19 crisis in India
Coronavirus India Politics & Diplomacy Resilience & Society
atlanticcouncil.org/insight-impact/in-the-news/varshney-joinswatson-institute-to-discuss-covid-19-crisis-in-india

India's devastating new COVID wave
10 things you need to know today Today's best articles Today's top
cartoons The good news newsletter The week's best photojournalism
Daily business briefing Daily gossip newsletter Parenting newsletter ...
theweek.com/articles/978857/indias-devastating-new-covid-wave

5 things to know for May 3: Coronavirus, India,
Afghanistan, North Korea, San Diego | KNBR
5 things to know for May 3: Coronavirus, India, Afghanistan, North
Korea, San Diego
India is on the brink of recording 20 million coronavirus cases as it
continues to buckle under its worst outbreak yet....
knbr.com/news/5-things-to-know-for-may-3-coronavirus-indiaafghanistan-north-korea-san-diego

Ocugen announces studies showing COVAXIN
potentially effective against three key variants of
SARS-CoV-2 | BioSpace
Ocugen announces studies showing COVAXIN potentially effective
against three key variants of SARS-CoV-2
COVAXIN effectively neutralizes Brazil variant along with UK variant and
India double mutant variant
...
biospace.com/article/releases/ocugen-announces-studies-showingcovaxin-potentially-effective-against-three-key-variants-of-sarscov-2-

Coronavirus in India: the epicentre of the pandemic
India is being consumed by a ferocious second wave of the coronavirus.
Over the last six days, more than 320,000 positive cases have been
recorded every day. Covid deaths in India have now reached 200,...
redcross.org.uk/stories/disasters-and-emergencies/world/
coronavirus-in-india-the-epicentre-of-the-pandemic

India's Terrifying Coronavirus Outbreak Has Broken
Health Care in the Country
Argument: India Is Seeing a Terrifying Second Wave of COVID-19 India Is
Seeing a Terrifying Second Wave o...
A man wearing personal protective equipment performs the last rites for a
relative who died ...
foreignpolicy.com/2021/04/20/india-coronavirus-second-wave-modipolitics

The Latest: Germany airlifts oxygen equipment to
India | FOX 28 Spokane
BERLIN — A German military cargo aircraft with a mobile oxygen
production unit for India has departed from an airport in northern Germany
to help Indian hospitals that are overwhelmed with coronavirus ...
fox28spokane.com/the-latest-germany-airlifts-oxygen-equipment-toindia

As Covid-19 Cases Surge in India, Modi’s Party Is
Poised for Gains - WSJ
Latest Updates India Travel Ban Masks Q&A Vaccine Distribution Blood
Clot Q&A State-by-State Vaccine Guide
As Covid-19 Cases Surge in India, Modi’s Party Is Poised for Gains
Prime minister, other politicians ...
wsj.com/articles/as-covid-19-cases-surge-in-india-modis-party-ispoised-for-gains-11619723469

India’s COVID-19 Crisis —Who is Responsible for
this? | by VishnuV3k | BeingWell | Apr, 2021 |
Medium
This article examines the devastating impact of the Second Wave of the
COVID-19 Pandemic that has gripped India.
India’s policy failure by the central government and state governments
have directly contributed ...
medium.com/beingwell/indias-covid-19-crisis-who-is-responsible-forthis-300f1bdd1300

U.S. Coronavirus Equipment Is Coming to India, but
Vaccines Are Staying Put
An offensive Weibo post about India’s coronavirus crisis highlights the
limits of “wolf warrior” diplomacy.
Morning Brief: U.S. Sends Equipment—but Not Vaccine Doses—to India
U.S. Sends Equipment—but Not ...
foreignpolicy.com/2021/04/26/usa-covid-india-vaccines-equipment

Pfizer-BioNTech Vaccine Raking In Revenue;
Novavax on Its Heels With Adolescent Trials |
BioSpace
Pfizer-BioNTech and the COVID-19 vaccine are always in the news, both
in terms of additional tests, approvals in children, and the potential of
booster shots. Novavax has also expanded its trials. Here’...
biospace.com/article/pfizer-biontech-raking-in-covid-19-vaccinesales-possible-booster-shots-how-long-the-pandemic-might-lastand-more

New Jersey coronavirus update: Rutgers professor
dies of COVID-19 in India
New Jersey coronavirus update: Rutgers professor dies of COVID-19 in
India

Safety measures for COVID-19 could be harming survivors of domestic
abuse
Hear from nurse who shared shocking weight loss photos ...
msn.com/en-us/health/medical/new-jersey-coronavirus-updaterutgers-professor-dies-of-covid-19-in-india/ar-BB1gmJG3

Modi Squandered India’s Soft Power and Dreams of
Self-Sufficiency Amid COVID-19 Second Wave
An offensive Weibo post about India’s coronavirus crisis highlights the
limits of “wolf warrior” diplomacy.
India’s prime minister advanced a muscular foreign policy, but his
mishandling of the pandemic ...
foreignpolicy.com/2021/05/03/india-vishwaguru-modi-second-wavesoft-power-self-sufficiency

India's COVID-19 crisis: How data can help cities
recover | World Economic Forum
Data can play an important role in helping India recover from COVID-19
A woman walks past graffiti on a street alluding to the spread of
COVID-19, in Mumbai, India, April 6, 2021.
COVID-19: What you need ...
weforum.org/agenda/2021/04/india-s-covid-19-crisis-how-data-canhelp-cities-recover

Krafton Donates Rs 1.5 Crores to COVID-19 Relief
Efforts in India – The Esports Observer
Krafton Donates Rs 1.5 Crores to COVID-19 Relief Efforts in India
“India is navigating a challenging time with the current wave of
COVID-19,” Kim wrote. “We remain committed to supporting the efforts
of ...
esportsobserver.com/krafton-india-covid-19-relief

Everything we know about the Indian B1617

COVID-19 variant | World Economic Forum
COVID-19: What you need to know about the coronavirus pandemic on
30 April
Over half of India’s workers will need reskilling by 2022. We set up a
taskforce to help.
Coronavirus cases have risen sharply ...
weforum.org/agenda/2021/04/indian-coronavirus-variant-vaccinescontagious-questions

India's COVID-19 crisis: The role of social
entrepreneurs | World Economic Forum
6 ways social entrepreneurs are saving lives during India's COVID-19
crisis
Nanhe Pal, 52, receives oxygen support for free amidst the spread of
coronavirus disease in Ghaziabad, India, May 3, 2021.
COVID-...
weforum.org/agenda/2021/05/6-ways-social-entrepreneurs-aresaving-lives-in-india

COVID-19 variant rampant in India breaks into
London area | London Free Press
Share this Story: COVID-19 variant rampant in India breaks into London
area
A health worker wearing personal protective equipment uses a nasal swab
to take a sample to test for the COVID-19 coronavirus....
lfpress.com/news/local-news/covid-19-variant-rampant-in-indiabreaks-into-london-area

Get Email Alerts When COVID-19 Vaccines Become
Available Near You - Digital Inspiration
Monitor the availability of Covid-19 Vaccines in your city and get email
alerts when vaccine doses are available for people above 18 years of age.
India is currently in the midst of a second wave of the ...

labnol.org/covid19-vaccine-tracker-210501

India’s Migrants Flee to Their Villages as Covid-19
Prompts New Lockdown - WSJ
https://www.wsj.com/articles/indias-migrants-flee-to-their-villages-ascovid-19-prompts-new-lockdown-11618392602
India’s Migrants Flee to Their Villages as Covid-19 Prompts New
Lockdown
NEW DELHI—As Covid-...
wsj.com/articles/indias-migrants-flee-to-their-villages-as-covid-19prompts-new-lockdown-11618392602

Over 12% of Passengers on an Air India Flight to
Italy Tested Positive for COVID-19 on Arrival
Despite Pre-Departure Tests
China Airlines Pilots Linked to Rare COVID-19 Outbreak in Taiwan; Crew
Fined for Breaking Quarantine
American Airlines No Longer Telling Vaccinated Flight Attendants to
Quarantine When Exposed to COVID-...
paddleyourownkanoo.com/2021/05/03/over-12-of-passengers-on-anair-india-flight-to-italy-tested-positive-for-covid-19-on-arrival-despitepre-departure-tests

Politics of the Covid-19 Pandemic in India | Blogs/
Opinions | indiawest.com
People wait to refill their medical oxygen cylinders for Covid-19
coronavirus patients under home quarantine at a private refill center in
New Delhi on May 4, 2021. (Prakash Singh/AFP via Getty Images)...
indiawest.com/blogs/politics-of-the-covid-19-pandemic-in-india/
article_198aeeb8-ad06-11eb-a555-775073dc3ea5.html

Global COVID-19 Vaccine Inequity: A Shameful
Crisis within a Crisis - Union of Concerned

Scientists
Too Many Lost: Honoring Workers Who Have Died from COVID-19 and
Other Workplace Hazards
Rachel Cleetus , Policy Director and Lead Economist, Climate & Energy |
May 4, 2021, 2:31 pm EDT
This post is a part ...
blog.ucsusa.org/rachel-cleetus/global-covid-19-vaccine-inequity-ashameful-crisis-within-a-crisis

How to help India amid COVID-19 surge that’s
devastating the country – Everett Post
How to help India amid COVID-19 surge that’s devastating the country
Home World How to help India amid COVID-19 surge that’s devastating
the country
(NEW YORK) — As India faces an overwhelming surge of ...
everettpost.com/world/how-to-help-india-amid-covid-19-surge-thatsdevastating-the-country

Covid News Updates: We should prepare for new
waves, says K Vijay Raghavan, Principal Scientific
Advisor to Centre - The Economic Times
Covid News Updates: We should prepare for new waves, says K Vijay
Raghavan, Principal Scientific Advisor to Centre
COVID-19: India records 3,780 fresh fatalities, 3,82,315 cases in single
day
India accounted ...
economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/newsblogs/coronavirus-indiacases-update-covid-vaccine-latest-news-may-5/liveblog/
82397325.cms

Mobilizing the private sector for an equal and rapid
COVID-19 vaccine rollout
Mobilizing the private sector for an equal and rapid COVID-19 vaccine
rollout

Readiness and governance capacities for such a massive undertaking are
still missing in many poor countries, as reported in ...
blogs.worldbank.org/health/mobilizing-private-sector-equal-andrapid-covid-19-vaccine-rollout

Covid-19: Tanzania bans flights to and from India The East African
North Korea says it will not go to Olympics over Covid fears
Transforming strategies to facilitate a post-Covid-19 era that’s full of hope
Tanzania bans flights to and from India effective May 4, 2021 ...
theeastafrican.co.ke/tea/news/east-africa/tanzania-indiaflights-3388350

Background Press Call by Senior Administration
Officials on COVID-19 in India | The White House
Background Press Call by Senior Administration Officials on COVID-19 in
India
SENIOR ADMINISTRATION OFFICIAL: All right. Good afternoon,
everybody. Thank you for joining us. Sorry for the delay. We will ...
whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/press-briefings/2021/04/26/
background-press-call-by-senior-administration-officials-oncovid-19-in-india

India’s Covid-19 crisis matters to us - Daily Monitor
As of April 30, Uganda had registered 41, 866 Covid-19 cases and 342
deaths from the disease. By the same time, the Ministry of Health reported
five new types of Covid-19 virus (variants) from India, UK,...
monitor.co.ug/uganda/oped/commentary/india-s-covid-19-crisismatters-to-us-3388386

Donors race to aid India during COVID-19 surge |
FOX 28 Spokane

The catastrophic wave of Covid-19 in India has prompted donors to send
millions of dollars to the country, which Tuesday crossed the grim mark of
more than 20 million cases of the killer disease.
Large ...
fox28spokane.com/donors-race-to-aid-india-during-covid-19-surge

COVID-19 variant from India detected in Shelby
County
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (WMC) - A COVID-19 variant found in the monumental
case surge in India has now been detected in Shelby County, according to
the Memphis-Shelby County COVID-19 Joint Task Force.
David Sweat,...
wmcactionnews5.com/2021/04/29/watch-memphis-shelby-countycovid-task-force

India coronavirus: Can it make enough vaccines to
meet demand? - BBC News
With India battling a surge in coronavirus cases, the UK has said it
doesn't have spare vaccines to send there at the moment, but will support
India in other ways.
The UK Health Secretary, Matt Hancock,...
bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-55571793

Inside India’s COVID-19 Surge | The New Yorker
The constellation of forces that led to India’s coronavirus crisis is not
unique; it’s the default in most of the world.Photograph by Rebecca
Conway / Getty
Read The New Yorker’s complete news coverage ...
newyorker.com/science/medical-dispatch/inside-indias-covid-19surge

Highly contagious India COVID variant spreads
rapidly in US

The highly contagious COVID-19 variant that first emerged in India is
spreading at a rapid rate in the US — and now makes up 7 percent of new
cases, data shows.
“There is some available information to ...
nypost.com/2021/06/01/highly-contagious-indian-covid-variantspreads-rapidly-in-us

Frontiers | The Rise and Impact of COVID-19 in
India | Medicine
Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19): Pathophysiology, Epidemiology,
Clinical Management and Public Health Response View all 394 Articles
Table 1. Current status of reported positive coronavirus disease cases ...
frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmed.2020.00250/full

Coronavirus in India: How the Covid-19 pandemic
affects India
Coronavirus in India: how the COVID-19 could impact the fast-growing
economy
India reported the first confirmed case of the coronavirus infection on 30
January 2020 in the state of Kerala. The affected ...
pharmaceutical-technology.com/features/coronavirus-affectedcountries-india-measures-impact-pharma-economy

Vaccine 'heist' by India imperils global access to
Covid-19 vaccines - STAT
India is suffering immensely under the weight of Covid. Now its failures
are threatening much of the world
Vials of AstraZeneca-Oxford's Covishield Covid-19 vaccine are seen at a
filling lab at the Serum ...
statnews.com/2021/05/05/india-vaccine-heist-shoddy-regulatoryoversight-imperil-global-vaccine-access

India sets global record for daily coronavirus
deaths
AP NEWS
Top Stories
Topics
Video
Listen
AP RADIO
Update hourly
Search
AP NEWS
Top Stories
Video
Contact Us
Cookie Settings
Download AP NEWS
Connect with the definitive source for global and local news
...
apnews.com/article/india-coronavirus-pandemic-healthce604ee88062c459e0a3bd9f1e1ed686

Coronavirus India News Live Updates: Covid-19
Lockdown, Cases, Vaccine in Maharashtra, Delhi,
UP, Kerala, Bihar, Tamil Nadu Today Latest News
Covid-19 India Live Updates: Delhi records 576 new cases, 103 deaths;
positivity rate remains below 1 per cent
Coronavirus (Covid-19) India Lockdown and Cases News Live Updates:
At 0.78 per cent, the positivity ...
indianexpress.com/article/india/coronavirus-india-news-live-updatescovid-19-cases-lockdown-in-maharashtra-delhi-up-kerala-bihar-tamilnadu-7338958

Coronavirus Variant Discovered in India is
Renamed Delta - The New York Times
Health |The coronavirus variant discovered in India has a new name:
Delta.
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/31/health/covid-variant-names-india-

delta.html
Nasal swab samples collected to test for Covid-...
nytimes.com/2021/05/31/health/covid-variant-names-india-delta.html

Opinion: My company has lost 4 employees to
Covid-19 in India. This has been our response CNN
My company has lost 4 employees to Covid-19 in India. This has been
our response
Shreevar Kheruka is the Managing Director of Borosil Ltd., based in
Mumbai, India. The opinions expressed in this commentary ...
cnn.com/2021/06/02/perspectives/borosil-employees-india-covid/
index.html

Croatia detects COVID-19 variant first identified in
India - Xinhua | English.news.cn
ZAGREB, June 2 (Xinhua) -- The COVID-19 variant first identified in India
has been detected in Croatia, an epidemiologist from the Croatian Institute
of Public Health confirmed on Wednesday.
In Croatia,...
xinhuanet.com/english/2021-06/02/c_139985638.htm

Fact check: India's COVID-19 surge not connected
to vaccinations
The claim: COVID-19 surge in India connected to rollout of vaccine
As researchers and health officials attempt to identify what's behind the
COVID-19 surge in India, some users have taken to social media ...
usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2021/05/11/fact-check-indiascovid-19-surge-not-connected-vaccinations/4988690001

India Faces a Health Crisis as COVID-19 Cases Soar
| Best Countries | US News

Government and public complacency have turned India into a global
epicenter of rising COVID-19 cases.
A health care worker takes a nasal swab sample to test for COVID-19 in
Srinagar, Indian-controlled ...
usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/2021-04-15/india-faces-ahealth-crisis-as-covid-19-cases-soar

COVID: Moderna vaccine seeks full FDA approval;
UK zero deaths
UK reports zero coronavirus deaths for first time in nearly a year;
Moderna seeks full FDA approval for vaccine: Latest COVID-19 updates
Moderna, one of the three companies authorized to provide COVID-...
usatoday.com/story/news/health/2021/06/01/covid-vaccine-variantspresident-joe-biden-india-world-health-organization/5286275001

Why the COVID-19 Surge Led to a Black Fungus
Outbreak in India
An epidemic of ‘black fungus’ cases has surged in India in the wake of a
spike in COVID-19.
A surge in cases of mucormycosis, also known as black fungus, is
affecting India — a country already experiencing ...
healthline.com/health-news/how-covid-19-surge-is-related-to-a-blackfungus-outbreak

Audio Interview: India’s Covid-19 Crisis | NEJM
Safety, Immunogenicity, and Efficacy of the BNT162b2 Covid-19 Vaccine
in Adolescents R.W. Frenck et al.
Incentives for Immunity — Strategies for Increasing Covid-19 Vaccine
Uptake K.G. Volpp et al.
The ...
nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMe2107728

Vietnam finds new coronavirus variant, hybrid of

India and U.K. strains | MPR News
Vietnam finds new coronavirus variant, hybrid of India and U.K. strains
Vietnam has discovered a new coronavirus variant that’s a hybrid of
strains first found in India and the U.K., the Vietnamese health ...
mprnews.org/story/2021/05/29/vietnam-finds-new-coronavirusvariant-hybrid-of-india-and-uk-strains

International Medical Corps India COVID-19
Situation Report #3, June 2, 2021 - India | ReliefWeb
International Medical Corps India COVID-19 Situation Report #3, June 2,
2021
International Medical Corps is focusing on medical staff coverage, oxygen
supplies, medicine and medical equipment needs to ...
reliefweb.int/report/india/international-medical-corps-india-covid-19situation-report-3-june-2-2021

India: Coronavirus Pandemic Country Profile - Our
World in Data
What share of the population has received at least one dose of the
COVID-19 vaccine?
What share of the population has been fully vaccinated against
COVID-19?
This chart shows the number of confirmed COVID-...
ourworldindata.org/coronavirus/country/india

COVID-19 is out of control in India, where most
vaccines are made. How did that happen? | PBS
NewsHour
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/health/covid-19-is-out-of-control-in-indiawhere-most-vaccines-are-made-how-did-that-happen
COVID-19 is out of control in India, where most vaccines are made. How
did that ...
pbs.org/newshour/health/covid-19-is-out-of-control-in-india-where-

most-vaccines-are-made-how-did-that-happen

expert reaction to COVID-19 situation in India |
Science Media Centre
you are here: science media centre > roundups for journalists > expert
reaction to COVID-19 situation in India
A few journalists have asked about the ongoing COVID-19 situation in
India, so here some comments ...
sciencemediacentre.org/expert-reaction-to-covid-19-situation-inindia

• India: COVID-19 cases and deaths by state |
Statista
Number of the coronavirus (COVID-19) cases across Indian states and
union territories as of May 1, 2021, by type
COVID-19 deaths worldwide per million population as of April 30, 2021, by
country
COVID-...
statista.com/statistics/1103458/india-novel-coronavirus-covid-19cases-by-state

India’s COVID-19 Crisis Is the World's Crisis - The
Atlantic
The world’s largest vaccine producer is struggling to overcome its latest
COVID-19 surge—and that’s everyone’s problem.
India considered itself to be “in the endgame” of the pandemic just a few
weeks ago....
theatlantic.com/international/archive/2021/04/india-covid-19-crisis/
618691

India - COVID-19 Overview - Johns Hopkins
Johns Hopkins experts in global public health, infectious disease, and
emergency preparedness have been at the forefront of the international

response to COVID-19.
coronavirus.jhu.edu/region/india

Coronavirus: Is India counting all COVID deaths? |
Asia| An in-depth look at news from across the
continent | DW | 26.04.2021
Opinion: It's about time the Indian government took responsibility for the
COVID crisis
Delhi COVID patient: 'I was lucky I didn't wait for test results'
Coronavirus infections in India have been hitting ...
dw.com/en/india-coronavirus-death-toll/a-57338733

India sees 'alarming rate of growth of COVID-19
cases and deaths,' officials say - ABC News
India sees 'alarming rate of growth of COVID-19 cases and deaths,'
officials say
LONDON -- India has seen "an alarming rate of growth of COVID-19
cases and deaths" in recent weeks, the prime minister's ...
abcnews.go.com/International/india-sees-alarming-rate-growthcovid-19-cases/story?id=76874838

Peru more than doubles its Covid-19 death toll,
leaving it with world's worst death rate - CNN
Peru more than doubles its official Covid-19 death toll, leaving it with
world's worst death rate
Anti-Olympics protests in Tokyo as Covid-19 outbreak worsens in Japan
(CNN) Peru has more than doubled ...
cnn.com/2021/06/01/americas/peru-covid-death-toll-intl/index.html

India sees record surges in cases due to
coronavirus variants | New Scientist
Hindu woman performs prayer during the Navaratri festival at a temple in

Amritsar, India
Coronavirus cases are surging in many countries, with the highest
number of new cases now being reported in Asia....
newscientist.com/article/2274286-india-sees-record-surges-in-casesdue-to-coronavirus-variants

COVID-19 Variant First Discovered In India Has
Spread To Garfield County | Colorado Public Radio
COVID-19 Variant First Discovered In India Has Spread To Garfield
County
The COVID-19 variant first discovered in India has spread to Garfield
County, health officials confirmed last week.
The news comes ...
cpr.org/2021/05/30/covid-variant-india-garfield-county

Living through the carnage of India’s second wave.
- The Washington Post
Live updates:Covid-19 live updates: China’s world-beating vaccination
campaign comes wit...
Live updates:U.K. reports no new covid-19 deaths for first time since
March 2020
Blinken says U.S. will soon ...
washingtonpost.com/world/2021/05/31/india-coronavirus-secondwave

Plano man buys ambulance to help fight COVID-19
in India | wfaa.com
19-year-old found fatally shot in Dallas apartment complex parking lot
Plano man purchases ambulance to help migrant workers dealing with
COVID-19 in rural India
PLANO, Texas — India remains to be the ...
wfaa.com/article/news/local/plano-man-buys-ambulance-indiacovid-19/287-f5d77c2a-2551-4529-943c-356c81b74f4a

This print sale is raising funds for COVID-19 relief
in India | Dazed
This print sale is raising funds for COVID-19 relief in India
Since the start of the outbreak, cases of COVID-19 in India have
surpassed 28 million, meaning the nation is in desperate need of medical
oxygen,...
dazeddigital.com/art-photography/article/53010/1/this-print-sale-israising-funds-for-covid-19-relief-in-india?
utm_source=Link&utm_medium=Link&utm_campaign=RSSFeed&ut
m_term=this-print-sale-is-raising-funds-for-covid-19-relief-in-india

WHO classifies triple-mutant Covid variant from
India as global health risk
WHO classifies triple-mutant Covid variant from India as global health risk
A WHO official said Monday it is reclassifying the highly contagious triplemutant Covid variant spreading in India as a "variant ...
cnbc.com/2021/05/10/who-classifies-triple-mutant-covid-variant-fromindia-as-global-health-risk-.html

India's True Coronavirus Death Toll Could Be 1.6
Million: Report | HuffPost
Coronavirus News U.S. News World News Business Environment Health
Social Justice
International Australia Brazil Canada España France Ελλάδα (Greece)
India Italia ⽇本 (Japan) 한국 (Korea) Quebec U.K. U.S.
...
huffpost.com/entry/india-true-death-tollestimate_n_60ae60d5e4b0a256831ab8c0

Narendra Modi Pushed India to COVID-19
Apocalypse
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has overseen India’s spiral into mass death
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Responsibility for the country’s ongoing
nightmare rests on his shoulders.

India's prime minister ...
jacobinmag.com/2021/06/narendra-modi-pushed-india-to-covid-19apocalypse

Vietnam detects hybrid of Indian and UK COVID-19
variants | Reuters
Authorities in Vietnam have detected a new coronavirus variant that is a
combination of the Indian and UK COVID-19 variants and spreads quickly
by air, the health minister said on Saturday.
"Vietnam has ...
reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/vietnam-detects-hybrid-indian-ukcovid-19-variant-2021-05-29

India’s Cascading COVID-19 Failures | Foreign
Affairs
Shallow graves of people suspected to have died from COVID-19,
Prayagraj, India, May 2021
At the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, Vivian Balakrishnan, the
foreign minister of Singapore, predicted ...
foreignaffairs.com/articles/2021-05-26/indias-cascading-covid-19failures

Covid-19: black fungus kills more than 300 in India
as other countries report cases | The National
Covid-19: black fungus kills more than 300 in India as other countries
report cases
About 12,000 people infected in India, with cases reported in Pakistan,
Russia and Bangladesh
A doctor examines a patient ...
thenationalnews.com/world/asia/covid-19-black-fungus-kills-morethan-300-in-india-as-other-countries-report-cases-1.1233928

Why is India’s COVID-19 pandemic skyrocketing? |

Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance
Keep informed about the latest topics in global health, including top stories
related to the ongoing coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak.
So, what happened? Several factors seem to have come together in a ...
gavi.org/vaccineswork/why-indias-covid-19-pandemic-skyrocketing

Abandoned Corpses in Rural India Indicate Surge in
Covid-19 Deaths | Human Rights Watch
Policemen stand next to the bodies buried in shallow graves on the banks
of Ganges river in Prayagraj, India, May 15, 2021. © Kumar Singh/AP
Photo
Hundreds of corpses, many suspected victims of Covid-19 ...
hrw.org/news/2021/05/20/abandoned-corpses-rural-india-indicatesurge-covid-19-deaths

How India's Covid-19 second wave worsened in just
a fortnight — Quartz India
India’s Covid-19 crisis has gone from bad to catastrophic in just a
fortnight
In just two weeks, India’s second wave of Covid-19 has become
disastrous.
The country, which was reporting less than 15,000 ...
qz.com/india/1998394/how-indias-covid-19-second-wave-worsenedin-just-a-fortnight

India coronavirus: The patients battling deadly
black fungus - BBC News
The rising number of mucormycosis or black fungus cases has alarmed
experts in India. This has happened even as the country fight s a deadly
wave of the Covid pandemic.
Up Next. How Covid crushed India'...
bbc.com/news/av/world-asia-india-57303799

COVID-19 Information | U.S. Embassy & Consulates
in India
Air Quality Data: U.S. Embassy and Consulates’ air quality monitors
measure PM 2.5 data. See here...
This is the story of the U.S-India relationship, one of the world’s most
consequential partnerships ...
in.usembassy.gov/covid-19-information

COVID-19 in India - COVID-19 Very High - Level 4:
COVID-19 Very High - Travel Health Notices |
Travelers' Health | CDC
Because of the current situation in India even fully vaccinated travelers
may be at risk for getting and spreading COVID-19 variants and should
avoid all travel to India.
If you must travel to India, get ...
wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/covid-4/coronavirus-india

COVID-19
covid19.healthdata.org/india

How well is India responding to COVID-19?
Guidance for the Brookings community and the public on our response to
the coronavirus (COVID-19) »
Learn more from Brookings scholars about the global response to
coronavirus (COVID-19) »
Director and ...
brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2020/07/02/how-well-is-indiaresponding-to-covid-19

What We Know About India's Deadly Second Wave
of Covid-19 - The New York Times

What is behind the explosion of new coronavirus cases that is
overwhelming the South Asian country?
A makeshift Covid-19 care facility in Delhi in late April.Credit...Atul Loke
for The New York Times
A ...
nytimes.com/article/india-coronavirus-cases-deaths.html

Subscribe to read | Financial Times
Stories from inside India’s Covid disaster: ‘No one has seen anything like
this’
Largest economies forecast to regain pre-Covid levels by end of year
Subscribe to the FT to read: Financial Times Is a new ...
ft.com/content/5a2a5807-13de-4031-a8a4-28cb7a5ff307

Georgia cardiologist part of team working to help
India COVID-19 patients
Georgia cardiologist part of team working to help India COVID-19 patients
Gwinnett County doctor conducts virtual calls with COVID-19 patients in
India
A Gwinnett County doctor is helping patients in India ...
fox5atlanta.com/news/georgia-cardiologist-part-of-team-working-tohelp-india-covid-19-patients

Resources for India’s COVID-19 Crisis | U.S.
Chamber of Commerce Foundation
U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation / Community Resilience and
Disaster Response / Resources for India’s COVID-19 Crisis
India is facing a dire healthcare crisis from a rapid rise in COVID-19
cases. This ...
uschamberfoundation.org/indiaresources

9 things to know about India's coronavirus variant
All-time case lows in US: Entering June with 7 pieces of good COVID-19

news
Why side effects are more common with 2nd COVID-19 shot: 5 notes
Pfizer vs. Moderna COVID-19 vaccine: What's the same & what'...
beckershospitalreview.com/public-health/9-things-to-know-aboutindia-s-new-coronavirus-variant.html

India COVID: 19,925,604 Cases and 218,959 Deaths
- Worldometer
370,059 new cases and 3,422 new deaths in India [ source ]
392,562 new cases and 3,688 new deaths in India [ source ]
402,110 new cases and 3,522 new deaths in India [ source ]
379,459 new cases and 3,...
worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/india

India's COVID-19 crisis prompts global response |
CIDRAP
Several countries over the weekend resoundingly answered India's pleas
for help with its massive COVID-19 surge—the worst of the pandemic—
including the United States, which announced it will supply a raw ...
cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2021/04/indias-covid-19-crisisprompts-global-response

India Needs to Focus on Three Urgent Actions to
Mitigate its COVID-19 Humanitarian Crisis | Center
For Global Development
India Needs to Focus on Three Urgent Actions to Mitigate its COVID-19
Humanitarian Crisis
India’s COVID-19 crisis is tragic but not unprecedent or unexpected.
Action 1) Focus the health service on scalable ...
cgdev.org/blog/india-needs-focus-three-urgent-actions-mitigate-itscovid-19-humanitarian-crisis

India’s Covid-19 Crisis: Data Analysis

India's infections per million still lead regionally, but Nepal is rapidly
closing that gap given the much steeper rate of infection. (Courtesy of
COV-IND-19 Study Group)
Cases and deaths continue to rise ...
directrelief.org/2021/04/indias-covid-19-crisis-data-analysis

'Black fungus' in India: What we know about the
disease affecting Covid patients - CNN
They recovered from Covid, only to die of 'black fungus.' What we know
about the disease sweeping India
Anti-Olympics protests in Tokyo as Covid-19 outbreak worsens in Japan
(CNN) In early May, doctors ...
cnn.com/2021/05/21/india/black-fungus-mucormycosis-covidexplainer-intl-hnk/index.html

Covid variant from India: How contagious is the
new variant?
While the B.1.617 may be more transmissible, research shows that
current Covid-19 vaccines will provide strong protection.
Medical staff attend to a Covid-19 patient in the emergency ward at the
Holy Family ...
nbcnews.com/health/health-news/covid-variant-india-howcontagious-new-variant-n1267619

India's COVID-19 deaths hit record high amid calls
for nationwide lockdown - CBS News
India's COVID-19 deaths hit record high amid calls for nationwide
lockdown
New Delhi — There are new calls for India's prime minister to implement a
nationwide shutdown, as COVID-19 spreads at a breakneck ...
cbsnews.com/news/india-covid-19-death-toll-nationwide-lockdown

‘Black fungus’ is creating a whole other health
emergency for Covid-stricken India | Ilan Schwartz
and Arunaloke Chakrabarti | The Guardian
‘Black fungus’ is creating a whole other health emergency for Covidstricken India
‘Mucormycosis is rapidly fatal without prompt diagnosis.’ A nurse treats a
patient suffering from mucormycosis in Jaipur,...
theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/jun/02/black-fungus-covidindia-mucormycosis

India’s Covid-19 Crisis Leaves Nation in Grief - WSJ
https://www.wsj.com/articles/indias-covid-19-crisis-leaves-nation-ingrief-11622135992
More than 140,000 people have died in India since mid-April; bodies of
Covid-19 victims at a crematorium in New Delhi ...
wsj.com/articles/indias-covid-19-crisis-leaves-nation-ingrief-11622135992

ADVISORY: TRAVEL AND VISA RESTRICTIONS
RELATED TO COVID-19
Due to surge of Covid-19 in India, following countries banned flights/
issued guidelines for passengers travelling from India :Iran- It banned travellers from India from Sunday midnight (April 25/26)....
boi.gov.in/content/advisory-travel-and-visa-restrictions-relatedcovid-19-1

India's Ministry of Electronics and IT spearheads
project to offer free COVID-19 virtual care services |
Healthcare IT News
India's Ministry of Electronics and IT spearheads project to offer free
COVID-19 virtual care services
Another initiative to provide free virtual home care for COVID-19 patients
was launched in India last ...

healthcareitnews.com/news/apac/indias-ministry-electronics-and-itspearheads-project-offer-free-covid-19-virtual-care

Coronavirus Cases Still Surging in India | Voice of
America - English
A man mourns after his father died due to the coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) outside a mortuary of a COVID-19 hospital in Ahmedabad,
India, May 8, 2021.
The coronavirus crisis is not abating in India, ...
voanews.com/covid-19-pandemic/coronavirus-cases-still-surgingindia

India Surpasses 20 Million Total COVID-19
Infections | Voice of America - English
India has now surpassed 20 million total confirmed COVID-19 cases amid
a disastrous second wave of the disease that has essentially broken the
country’s health care sector.
The health ministry reported ...
voanews.com/covid-19-pandemic/india-surpasses-20-million-totalcovid-19-infections

How India’s second wave became the worst
COVID-19 surge in the world
Relatives wearing personal protective equipment attend the funeral of a
man who died from COVID-19 held at a crematorium in New Delhi, India,
on April 21, 2021.
How India’s second wave became the worst ...
nationalgeographic.com/science/article/how-indias-second-wavebecame-the-worst-covid-19-surge-in-the-world

India Is Experiencing A Devastating Wave Of
Covid-19: Impact To Reverberate Around The World
Pandemic’s U.S. End Is Bad News For Abbott Labs’ Covid Testing

United Kingdom Data Show Population Based Rapid Antigen Tests Are A
Potent Covid Control Tool
India Is Experiencing A Devastating Wave Of ...
forbes.com/sites/joshuacohen/2021/04/22/india-is-experiencing-adevastating-wave-of-covid-19-impact-to-reverberate-around-theworld

Saving Lives: India’s Technical Textile Revolution
Paved Way for COVID-19 Response
Saving Lives: India’s Technical Textile Revolution Paved Way for
COVID-19 Response
Seshadri Ramkumar's work with nonwoven fabrics, like these, has paved
the way for India's COVID-19 response.
Newswise ...
newswise.com/coronavirus/saving-lives-india-s-technical-textilerevolution-paved-way-for-covid-19-response/?
article_id=752232&sc=c6546

During India’s Coronavirus Crisis, UNICEF Is There
to Help | UNICEF USA
As India Faces Brutal COVID-19 Crisis, UNICEF Is There to Help
India is struggling to fight off a crushing second wave of COVID-19 cases.
UNICEF and partners are on the ground, working to deliver vital ...
unicefusa.org/stories/india-faces-brutal-covid-19-crisis-unicef-therehelp/38520

India's COVID Catastrophe: What Went Wrong? |
Insight | COVID-19 B1617 - YouTube
About Press Copyright Contact us Creators Advertise Developers Terms
Privacy Policy & Safety How YouTube works Test new features
© 2021 Google LLC
youtube.com/watch?v=8UoYBMmW8Zc

India: WHO Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19)
Dashboard With Vaccination Data | WHO
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Dashboard With
Vaccination Data
In India, from 3 January 2020 to 11:33am CEST, 3 May 2021, there have
been 19,925,604 confirmed cases of COVID-19 with 218,959 deaths,
reported to WHO. As of 27 April 2021, a total of 147,727,054 vaccine ...
covid19.who.int/region/searo/country/in

India: more than 400 priests and nuns have died of
Covid-19 - Vatican News
A Catholic community in Hazaribag, India, prepares meals for the poor hit
by the pandemic.
India: more than 400 priests and nuns have died of Covid-19
At least 205 priests and 210 nuns have died of Covid-...
vaticannews.va/en/church/news/2021-05/india-church-priests-nunsdeaths-covid19.html

Covid-19: UK in early stages of third wave scientist - BBC News
There are signs the UK is in the early stages of a third wave of
coronavirus infections, a scientist advising the government has said.
He said ending Covid restrictions in England on 21 June should be ...
bbc.com/news/uk-57304515

What to Know About India's Deadly Second Wave of
COVID-19 Cases
A COVID-19 Surge Is Decimating India's Health Care System—Here's
How You Can Help
More than 200,000 have died of COVID-19 in India as the country battles
a record high in new coronavirus cases.
India is ...

harpersbazaar.com/culture/politics/a36278859/india-covid-19-surgedonate

Pfizer engaged in talks with India for Covid-19
vaccine supply
Home Latest Trending Premium Coronavirus Coronavirus Vaccine
Tracker Mint India Investment Summit 2021 Market Dashboard Long
Story Plain Facts Mark To Market Primer Podcasts e-paper Get APP
Home > News ...
livemint.com/news/india/pfizer-engaged-in-talks-with-india-forcovid-19-vaccine-supply-11622637779692.html

India Coronavirus Map and Case Count - The New
York Times
An average of 164,291 cases per day were reported in India in the last
week. Cases have decreased by 47 percent from the average two weeks
ago. Deaths have decreased by 18 percent.
Since the beginning ...
nytimes.com/interactive/2021/world/india-covid-cases.html

India's Covid-19 Cataclysm Should Be Lesson to
Others - Bloomberg
The first and most obvious lesson is to avoid overconfidence. A relatively
small change in how transmissible the novel coronavirus is can have
large, non-linear effects on how fast it spreads. That means ...
bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2021-05-31/india-s-covid-19cataclysm-should-be-lesson-to-others

Scientists race to study coronavirus variant in India
amid surge - Los Angeles Times
A health worker collects nasal swab samples at a COVID-19 testing center
in Hyderabad, India. Scientists are studying a coronavirus variant first
detected in India to see if it’s responsible for the surge ...

latimes.com/science/story/2021-05-12/scientists-study-coronavirusvariant-india-cases-surge

Coronavirus cases in India and World Live:
Covid-19 India tracker live, State wise corona cases
in India and World
Coronavirus fungal infections: Two types of mucormycosis observed in
COVID-19 patients, here's what we know
Coronavirus black fungus symptoms: When and how to check if
mucormycosis has been triggered by ...
timesofindia.indiatimes.com/coronavirus

Watch | 'India's COVID-19 Surge May Be Worse than
1st, R0 Has Crossed 1 in 19 States' - The Wire
Science
Watch | ‘India’s COVID-19 Surge May Be Worse than 1st, R0 Has
Crossed 1 in 19 States’
Giridhara Babu, Professor of Epidemiology at the Public Health
Foundation of India, says the nationwide R number 1 ...
science.thewire.in/health/karan-thapar-giridhara-babu-covid-19surge-second-wave

India's COVID-19 Crisis Is Becoming a Global
Emergency | Time
India's COVID-19 Disaster May Be Turning Into an Even Bigger Global
Crisis
Already, dozens of people with suspected COVID-19 have been
evacuated by helicopter. The outbreak reflects a broader one across ...
time.com/6047957/india-covid-19-global-crisis-variant

COVID-19 Has Pushed India's Junior Doctors To
Their Limits : NPR

COVID-19 Has Pushed India's Junior Doctors To Their Limits They're
treating as many as 200 patients a day. Many have seen more suffering
than they expected in an entire career. A psychiatrist warns this ...
npr.org/2021/05/26/1000101619/covid-19-has-pushed-indias-juniordoctors-to-their-limits

India COVID – News, Research and Analysis – The
Conversation – page 1
COVID in India: a tragedy with its roots in Narendra Modi’s leadership
style
Relatives of a person who died of COVID-19 mourn outside a field hospital
in Mumbai, India, on May 3, 2021. (AP Photo/Rafiq ...
theconversation.com/us/topics/india-covid-102982

Poverty, stigma behind bodies floating in India’s
Ganges River | Coronavirus pandemic News | Al
Jazeera
Relatives carry the body of a man for cremation after they, according to
the relatives, were denied permission for his burial, past shallow sand
graves of people, some of whom are suspected to have died ...
aljazeera.com/news/2021/6/2/poverty-stigma-behind-bodies-floatingin-indias-ganges-river

California Sends India COVID-19 Supplies to
Combat Outbreak | California Governor
As India faces COVID-19 outbreak, California is the first state to send
lifesaving oxygen supplies
Click here for video of oxygen supplies being packed at a Cal OES
warehouse for shipment to India.
SACRAMENTO ...
gov.ca.gov/2021/04/26/california-sends-india-covid-19-supplies-tocombat-outbreak

Coronavirus News LIVE Updates: India Crosses
Landmark Milestone Of Administering 22 Crore
Vaccine Doses
Coronavirus News LIVE Updates: India crosses landmark milestone of
administering 22 crore vaccine doses
Coronavirus News LIVE Updates: The cumulative number of COVID-19
vaccine doses administered in India ...
moneycontrol.com/news/india/coronavirus-news-live-updatescovid-19-vaccine-cases-symptoms-karnatakalockdown-6975671.html

